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This issue of the Natural History Bulletin introduces some new features. Although 

it is not radically different in appearance， it has some changes designed to increase the appeal 

of the NHB to more of the Siam Society's members and other general readers-educated 
people interested in nature， environment and conservation. The new features include com-

mentary-type articles on environmental issues， accounts of noteworthy recent events， letters 

to the editor， and more仕equenteditorials. 

A recu町ingcomment by society members， most of whom are not scientists， has 

been the stuffy and technical naωre of most of出earticles printed in the NHB. While 1 

symphathize wi血 theirdesire to have a more interesting阻 dreadable journal， there is not a 

lot 1 can do to make the NHB into a popul紅 andentertaining magazine without destroying its 

functi叩 asa scholarly journal.百leNHB is basically a scientific publication which follows 

the format that scientists the world over have found most suitable in presenting detailed 

documentation and convincing scientific evidence. It is an ex住emelyconservative format 

designed to satisfy a technical readership and not to promote sales on news stands or please 

nonscientists. Even scientists don't bother to位Yto read many technical articles， p訂ticul紅'ly

taxonomic descriptions， outside their own specialties. What can we do， however， to satis命

the legitimate needs of more of our dues-paying members? 

The editors have already made some concessions to nonscientists during the past 

few years， by encouraging articles dealing with conservation and environmenta1 matters as 

well as pure science，佃dby printing more color illustrations出組 arejustified by scientific 

considerations alone. These sometimes add considerably to printing costs but the council has 

not compl組問d.We now intend to go a bit further， by adding features that will enco町 'age

people， p紅 ticul釘 lyscientists， to address environmental issues of interest ωall educated 

persons. The first "comment紅yヘinfact， was printed in the previous issue， and it did not fail 
to excite some readers and raise a few eyebrows. We will also print all reasonable letters to 

the editor about any relevant issue. We also hope to print more reviews of recent publica-

tions and events. These efforts， however， will only be successful as long as the editors and 

other informed persons volunteer to write more reports and reviews. 

In order to be able to carry out the increased workload entailed by出isexpansion of 

the NHB， the previous editors have exp釦 dedthe editorial board to include more distinguished 

scientists 合oma greater variety of institutions and disciplines. But it must be noted that all 

editors contribute their time free， and紅 emotivated primぽilyby a desire to improve science 

in Thailand and promote greater environmental aw紅'enessand responsibility . 

Thus， the NHB is 副 emptingto satisfy to a greater degree the demand for a more 

popular joumal on environment and conservation， while preserving its hard-eamed scientific 

credibility and function.百lereis no 0白erjo町 nalin百1ail組 dthat serves描 aregular outlet 

for new biological discoveries in nature， scientific surveys or ecological research， and 1 be-

lieve血atwe should at all costs preserve白istradition， which began with the publication of 

出efirst issue ofthe Journal ofthe Natural History Socieり，ofSiamin 1914. 
Unfortunately， however， there is stiU no other nationallevel publication that serves 

出 aconservation news mag但 ine，a forum for discussion of environmenta1 issues or an inter-
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est泊gand at住activenatural history magazine for laymen. These media niches are almost 

entirely unoccupied泊百lailand，出oughseveral NGOs now publish their own conservation 

newsletters， and several mag位 ineswith more general appeal now f回quent1yprint紅 ticleson 

na佃resubjects. Could the Siam Society fulfill血isneed by publishing another， less technical 

mag但 ine?Many members think that it could， and perhaps now is the time to start discussing 

the possibility seriously. 1 hope白紙memberswi1l1et us know their wishes佃 dideas-寸ust

contact or write to anyone on the counci1 and let them know what you出泊k.

Warren Y. Brockelman 
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